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Sophia Westlake is an extraordinary seer, gifted with the ability to see past, present, and future in

dreams and visions. Her talent led to the destruction of the Caribbean pirates plaguing England's

shipping and gained her renown and the accolades of her peers. But when she accuses a

prominent politician, Lord Endicott, of embezzling from the army, her dream is "proved" false, and

she is disgraced, her reputation ruined and her career in the army's War Office over. Humiliated,

Sophia returns to London, but Lord Endicott follows her, intent on making her life increasingly

miserable. Furious and desperate, Sophia takes the only course left to her: She sets out to discover

Lord Endicott's criminal enterprises, to expose him and bring him to justice. Sophia's allies are few

but loyal. Cecy, her best friend, supports Sophia in her quest while her cousin Lady Daphne is

always ready for a challenge that will strike at Lord Endicott's heart. And always watching her is the

mysterious Mr. Rutledge. But as Sophia delves deeper into prophetic dreams, Cecy and Daphne

begin to fear for Sophia's health and sanity. Furious and desperate, Sophia takes the only course

left to her: She sets out to discover Lord Endicott's criminal enterprises, to expose him and bring

him to justice. Sophia's allies are few but loyal. Cecy, her best friend, supports Sophia in her quest

while her cousin Lady Daphne is always ready for a challenge that will strike at Lord Endicott's

heart. And always watching her is the mysterious Mr. Rutledge. But as Sophia delves deeper into

prophetic dreams, Cecy and Daphne begin to fear for Sophia's health and sanity.
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I have always enjoyed well written regency romance, but the McShane writes is masterful. She turns

history, romance, fantasy and adventure into a believable, enjoyable story that I could not put down.

I could SEE the story unfolding before my eyes, and I have no doubt this would be a successful

movie series. Well done, yet again!

A truly original book. I couldn't put it down. A wonderful mix of regency, magic, and romance! I loved

it.

It was my second book ever from this author that I had the pleasure of reading... and the pleasure

was definitely all mine ;) I adore her writing style and I'm definitely looking forward to checking out

her other work... ;) but maybe for today, let us concentrate on the topic of this particular review,

which is the sequel in her new series :) but don't worry, even if you haven't read the first book, this

one works perfectly well as a standalone :) you get all the informations and explanations necessary

to understand the world and to follow the story, so if this one interests you more, you can start

here... although I highly recommend you to start at the beginning, because that first story was

amazing as well ;) ok, now that we have this little explanation out of the way, let me tell you a bit

more about the world and our main character :)This is an alternate version of our world... it's set in

the past, around the time of war with Napoleon... but it's not your average historical story... oh no... it

has some very cool paranormal elements :) how cool? oh I'll tell ya ;) some people have Talents :)

and even fewer people have Extraordinary Talents, which means they are even better and more

unique :) each book in this series, and there are going to be eight in total, will revolve around a

different woman with an Extraordinary Talent :) I don't want to say too much, but I will give you a few

glimpses / examples :) you can be a Scorcher, like Elinor, the heroine from the first story, which

means you can start, and extinguish if you're an Extraordinary Scorcher like her, fire :) you can be a

Seer, like Sophia, which gives you an ability to Dream about the past and the future, or have Visions

connected to certain objects :) or you can be a Bounder, which long story short, means you are a

teleporter :) these are just a few examples, and trust me, I am simplifying the hell out of every

Talent, because I am not qualified to explain it as lovely and thoroughly as the wonderful Melissa

does in her books :) so trust me, you'll understand everything while you read the books :) now that

you know a bit more about the world, how about I will tell you something about Sophia, our heroine

:) and a few other important people in this story :)Sophia... it's really hard to describe her in just a

few sentences, and we don't have a whole day for an in depth analysis ;) she's an Extraordinary

Seer and, well... she can be very stubborn ;) she has an analytical mind and the whole book



revolves around her wanting justice and revenge for someone who wronged her... I know it's a bit

vague, and I know that there's a bit more about this whole situation in the synopsis, but I feel like

that's all you need to know about that situation ;) she's a very complex character, and even though I

didn't agree with some things she did or said, ultimately I couldn't help but like her... she's flawed

and human in the best possible way... I don't know how and when exactly, but I grew to really adore

her over the course of the book :) so again, I don't want to say too much about her, because I think

it's better if you guys just go with an open mind into the story and make up your own mind about her

:)Before I go into my overall thoughts and feelings about this book, I want to mention to you guys a

few people that I adored :) and I will leave my fave person for last ;) we have Cecy and her husband

Lewis, Cecy is Sophia'a best friend and I adored how much they care for each other... they forgive

the mistakes and support each other in hardships and it was just so nice to see a friendship like that

:) there is also a certain gentleman, I won't share his name, but trust me... you'll know him when you

see him ;) that warmed my heart... although the romance part of this story was waaaayyy in the

background, I adored every little scene between him and Sophia... :) and of course Daphne, my

favourite person in this story ;) she's an Extraordinary Bounder and such a fun character ;) you have

no idea how happy I am that she will be the heroine of the next story... I cannot wait to learn more

about her and see what awaits her in the future :)I was thinking hard after finishing this book how

exactly to rate it, but ultimately I decided on full 5 stars... even though I enjoyed the first book a bit

more, I realized this one also deserves 5 stars :) I mean... the world building is absolutely amazing, I

loved getting to know more details about different Talents... meeting new people, and absolutely

falling in love with them ;) not to mention that Melissa's writing style is... just... *sighs* so beautiful :)

people, descriptions and all dialogues... *sighs again because once is not enough* ;) her writing

style pulls you in and let's you immerse into the book... and before you know it, you're reading the

very last chapter ;) and don't even get me started on the story... don't even try to predict what will

happen next, because there were quite a few surprising turns and twists that made me gasp so hard

I almost hyperventilated ;) #NoJoke ;) I highly recommend you guys this book, and this whole series

in general, because it's a fantastically written world with a unique and interesting premise and

complex characters, that will pull you in immediately ;)

Wondering Sight is the second book in The Extraordinaires historical fantasy series, following

Burning Bright. These books can be read as standalones if you are so inclined, there was no

noticeable character crossover in this installment. The Extraordinaries have special talents above

and beyond the rest of society. They can control fire (scorchers), or move large objects via



telekinesis (movers), teleport (bounders), heal and shape the human body (shapers), or

prognosticate (seers). Not everyone has a talent, and not every talent is extraordinary... but this

series seeks to showcase the most extraordinary people of the time.Our heroine, Sophia Westlake,

is an Extraordinary Seer, able to see past, present and future events in dreams and visions. She

has returned home from serving her country in disgrace, after the War Office did not believe her

visions that showed an embezzling peer of the realm. But Sophia is no dishwater miss, and she is

not going to let the criminal get away with his misdeeds. She is headstrong and determined to get

her revenge, to the extent that those closest to her believe she is losing her mind. Unfortunately,

Sophia's character was not very likable. She was so focused on her revenge that she came off as

cold and foolhardy. I was never able to establish the connection to her that I look for with my

heroines.Lord Rutledge was an investigator for the Bank of London, and our hero, but he took a

back seat to Sophia. I would have liked to see Rutledge more in the spotlight along with Sophia.

Lord Rutledge first approaches Sophia to assist him using her Seer abilities, but the acquaintance

started off poorly and remained rocky for most of the book. The romance was definitely not the

focus of this story, and our couple did not engage in much (if any) relationship building. I think if the

romance were livened up a bit, it would have softened Sophia's edges and made her a more likable

character.Overall, the plot was not bad. I enjoyed Sophia's attempts to uncover Lord Endicott's

crimes and vindicate herself. Endicott was a good villain - the charming sly type that no one

suspects. In the audio, there was some confusion with names. One of the co-villains was named

Baines (sp?), which sounded very much like one of the Bow Street Runners, Bain (sp?). So I had a

hard time understanding who was being discussed at times.I did like the secondary characters in

this installment. Cecy was a sympathetic character with her mysterious illness and desire for a baby,

and Daphne and her exuberance were endearing. I do hope that Daphne gets her own story - I think

her bounding ability will be interesting and unique.The narrator for this audiobook is Cat Gould, and

I am no stranger to her work. I think she does a good job giving each character their own personality

and I never hesitate to pick up one of her audiobooks.I voluntarily reviewed an advanced copy of

this book that I received from the publisher, Tantor Audio.
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